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Thanksgiving?
Yes, this week we read Parshat
To-l'dot. And yes, Thursday and
Friday are Rosh Chodesh Kislev.

So why am I writing about the
American holiday that falls on the
fourth Thursday of November?

A good question. So let me try to
answer it and then tell you the new
thought that occurred to me. You'll
see that it doesn't really focus on
Thanksgiving, but Thanksgiving was
the trigger to the thought and to my
decision to share the thought with
you.

I'm not going to talk about the
halachic issues of yes to celebrate or
no, not to. Not going to talk turkey
either. See Rabbi Spitz's article about
all that.

This, you will see, is sort of like the
thoughts (or afterthoughts) that
Yocheved Bienenfeld shares with us
weekly. She does not address the
issue at hand, but I was commenting
on her style and here way of thinking.

So here goes. When I was growing up
in the sovereign state of Brooklyn
(yes, I know it is one of the five

boroughs of New York City, which, in
turn is part of New York State and
the United States of America - yet I
choose, flippantly, to think of
Brooklyn as its own country), my
family did not celebrate Thanksgiving
- rather, my parents a"h taught us
that in Judaism, every day was
Thanksgiving - and that was that.
Occasionally, my mother would make
a meatloaf for Shabbat after
Thanksgiving in the shape of a turkey.
That was as close as we got to
celebrating.

But here's my thought. True, for us,
every day is Thanksgiving. Take a
look at the MODIM bracha of the
Amida - just as one example.

Here's the English rendering of
Modim in the Authorised Daily Prayer
Book (by Chief Rabbi of the UK,
Joseph Hertz):

THANKSGIVING FOR GOD’S UNFAIL-
ING MERCIES

We give thanks to You, for You are
the Lord our God and the God of our
fathers for ever and ever; You are the
Rock of our lives, the Shield of our
salvation through every generation.
We will give thanks to You and
declare Your praise for our lives
which are committed into Your hand,
and for our souls which are in Your
charge, and for Your miracles, which
are daily with us, and for Your



wonders and Your benefits, which are
wrought at all times, evening, morn
and noon. O You who are all-good,
whose mercies fail not; You, merciful
Being, whose lovingkindnesses never
cease, we have ever hoped in You.

(I changes the art-thee-thou into
regular English, but otherwise, you
have the translation of Modim.)

There you have Thanksgiving every
day, three times a day. That about
covers it. Our Thanksgiving to
HaShem. 

But not quite.

Look in the siddur at what comes
right after Modim - actually, after the
first part of Modim, but within the
bracha of thanks - AL HANISIM!

Comes Chanuka and Purim, and we
do not suffice with thanking G-d with
'just' the thrice-daily Modim. We get
specific. We begin with a further
general expression of our thanks and
follow it with the details of Chanuka
or Purim.

Sort of reminds me of the thank you
notes my mother a"h 'made me' write
for my Bar Mitzva gifts. Just saying
thank you was not enough. She
taught me to include details in my
notes. 

So, does the American Jew - still in
America or transplanted to the Place

where HaShem wants us to live -
celebrate Thanksgiving? Does he
search for cranberry sauce - with
whole berries? Does he invite family
and friends for a turkey dinner?

Again I refer you to the Insights into
Halacha link with Rabbi Spitz's
article.

What I'm suggesting is the Modim -
Al HaNisim model of our expression
of thanks to HKBH. We should be
general with our thanks to Him, all
the time. And not just Modim, but an
abundant use of BARUCH HASHEM
and TODA LAKEIL. And we should
also be specific, when that extra
measure of THANKS is called for and
appropriate.

Thank you, HaShem, for everything
You give me in my life, and for the
zechut of being able to spread Torah
via Torah Tidbits for over 28 years and
via PhiloTorah since retirement. And
for the many shiurim and Divrei Torah
I an privileged to share with others.
(And for many other things that would
be TMI in this context.)


